Acorn Agri & Food as a
vertically integrated business

Acorn Agri & Food is a leading South African, vertically integrated agriculture and food group
with a hundred-year legacy. Our focus areas are composed of Agri Inputs and Services, Agri Inputs:
Fuel, Fresh Fruit, Food Processing and Health Foods, with operations across Southern Africa.

What is vertical integration?
According to the traditional definition, vertical integration is
the combination of two or more stages of production and/or
distribution that are usually separate. To illustrate, a wheat
mill could integrate backward by owning its own wheat
farming operation that supplies wheat to the mill, or it could
integrate forward by owning a bakery that uses flour
produced by the mill.

Acorn Agri & Food:
A century in the making
In an era where companies rise and fall within periods measured in
months, it is a unique milestone for a business to be in operation
for 100 years. In order to remain sustainable, Acorn Agri & Food
has been moulded into a vertically integrated business within the
agricultural and food value chain by continuously servicing its
clients in a larger part of this value chain.

This allows Acorn Agri & Food to not only provide goods and
services to producers, but to also receive their produce and
process it into food products. Despite its historic regional roots,
the company is focused on expanding its leading position as a
national vertically integrated agriculture and food group,
servicing the entire South Africa.
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What are the considerations or
benefits of vertical integration?
Security of Supply
Agricultural Production includes any type of
farming operation such as the cultivation, growing
and harvesting of agricultural products and the
raising of livestock.

Being able to meet customers’ demand during unstable market
conditions is critical to any business that wishes to remain
sustainable. Controlling the various links of the value chain enables
this and it removes the dependence on third parties. In the example
above, the wheat mill is ensured of good quality wheat, in the
required volumes, if it is integrated backward down the value chain.

Agricultural Input Businesses provide various
resources and services used by agricultural producers
to produce agricultural products, e.g. seed, fertilizer,
farm equipment, animal feed and financial services.

Reduced Cyclicality
The agricultural and food sectors are largely susceptible to
unrelated influences. Agricultural production is mostly impacted
by weather conditions, soft commodity prices and input costs.
Agricultural input and output businesses are influenced by the
spending power of agricultural producers, which is influenced by
the same factors as aforementioned, but to a lesser extent.
The food processing sector is largely influenced by raw material
availability, consumer spending power and consumer sentiment.
These influences usually differ in timing and effect, and therefore
afford a vertically integrated company reduced cyclicality when one
sector is under pressure.

Agricultural Output Businesses render postharvest services such as the logistics, processing,
storage, packaging and marketing of agricultural
products.
Food Processing is the conversion of agricultural
products into food.

Enhanced Innovation

More efficient value chain and greater consumer value

Based on the notion that integration improves coordination,
companies that participate in more parts of the value chain are
better positioned to identify areas where innovation could lead
to increased efficiency.

Because a company based on a vertically integrated business model
participates in a larger part of the value chain, it is able to pass on
margin savings to the end customer which in turn, leads to a more
affordable product being delivered to the consumer.

How is Acorn Agri & Food vertically integrated?
See the visual journey on the next page where we use the example of farmer Hans to illustrate how
Acorn Agri & Food’s vertical integration reaps benefits for him and the entire value chain.

Conclusion
Through its vertically integrated business model, Acorn
Agri & Food is committed to being the operating and
investment partner of choice in the Southern African
agricultural and food value chain that creates a legacy of
long-term sustainable value for all stakeholders.

Acorn Agri & Food will endeavour to participate in more
segments of the value chain and pass more of the advantages
onto its customers, communities and shareholders – as these
are the stakeholders who have validated Acorn Agri & Food’s
business model and strategy over the past 100 years.
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Farmer Hans uses the specialist services
of Overberg Agri to assist him in
analysing the previous season’s data
and develop a farming plan for the
coming season.
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Hans obtains an input ﬁnance facility from Overberg
Agri to buy the necessary farming inputs such as seed,
fertiliser and chemicals – which he is also able to
purchase from Overberg Agri. He also buys agricultural
lime from P&B Lime Works and a tractor from
Overberg Agri’s Mechanisation and Engineering division.
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Moov Fuel ensures that
Hans has access to
suﬃcient fuel supplies to
mobilise his ﬂeet of
farming equipment to
plant and harvest,
among others.

Loxton Irrigation, Acorn
Agri & Food’s irrigation
specialist, assists Hans in
designing the optimum
irrigation layout and plan.
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Overberg Wealth and Risk
Management ensures that
Hans’s farming operations,
crops and livestock are
adequately insured to
mitigate his ﬁnancial risk in
the event of an unplanned
accident or disaster.

The Grassroots Group processes fruit and
fruit pulp, originating from Hans’s farm, into
dried fruit and innovative health snacks –
which is exported across the globe. In
addition, Montagu Dried Fruit & Nuts sells
these products to the local market.

Planting of wheat commences on
Hans’s farm, while he also tends to
his livestock and makes the
necessary preparations in his fruit
orchards.
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Cattle and sheep from Hans’s farm are sold to
Bredasdorp Abattoir for processing and sale
to the wholesale market.

HOW IS ACORN AGRI & FOOD VERTICALLY INTEGRATED?
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Some grapes from Hans’s vineyards
are packed in packaging bought
from Acorn Agri & Food’s
packaging specialist Agpack, and
potentially exported together with
the grapes produced at ACG Fruit.
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The wheat is sold to the
likes of Pioneer Food
Group’s mills, or milling
companies such as
Lesotho Milling, which
grinds this wheat to ﬂour.

Wheat is harvested and
transported from Hans’s
farm to Overberg Agri’s
grain silos for grading and
storage. He uses the
proceeds from this harvest
to settle his input ﬁnance
facility at Overberg Agri.

